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Abstract—This paper presents the fabrication of a microchem-
ical chip for the detection of fluorescence species in microfluidics.
The microfluidic network is wet-etched in a Borofloat 33 (Pyrex)
glass wafer and sealed by means of a second wafer. Unlike other
similar chemical systems, the detection system is realized with the
help of microfabrication techniques and directly deposited on both
sides of the microchemical chip. The detection system is composed
of the combination of refractive microlens arrays and chromium
aperture arrays. The microfluidic channels are 60 m wide and
25 m deep. The utilization of elliptical microlens arrays to reduce
aberration effects and the integration of an intermediate (between
the two bonded wafers) aluminum aperture array are also pre-
sented. The elliptical microlenses have a major axis of 400 m and
a minor axis of 350 m. The circular microlens diameters range
from 280 to 300 m. The apertures deposited on the outer chip
surfaces are etched in a 3000-A-thick chromium layer, whereas
the intermediate aperture layer is etched in a 1000-A-thick alu-
minum layer. The overall thickness of this microchemical system is
less than 1.6 mm. The wet-etching process and new bonding proce-
dures are discussed. Moreover, we present the successful detection
of a 10-nM Cy5 solution with a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 21 dB
by means of this system.
Index Terms—Fluorescence detection, glass-to-glass bonding,
TAS, refractive microlens, wet etching.
I. INTRODUCTION
TO DATE, various types of miniaturized systems forchemical analysis in microfluidic channels have been
realized with the help of microfabrication techniques. The
detection modes in these systems can be as varied as ultraviolet
(UV)-absorbance [1]–[3], refractive index measurements [4],
[5], electrochemical detection [6]–[8], or laser-induced fluo-
rescence detection (LIF) [9], [10]. Due to its selectivity and
high sensitivity [11]–[13], LIF is one of the preferred detection
techniques on microchemical chips. For multichannel chips, the
most commonly used strategy today is to scan the analytical chip
with respect to a stationary detection system (such as confocal
microscopy) or to sweep the channels with a light beam [14].
These solutions require precise, and thus often expensive, bulky
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mechanical and optical systems, such as translation stages, mov-
able mirrors, or confocal microscopes. Though microfabricated
forms of some of these elements exist [15], [16], they do not
allow the scanning of a large number of microfluidic channels
(or microchannels) evenly distributed on a 100-mm wafer.
Moreover, they are difficult to integrate, and hence not suitable
for the realization of micro total analysis systems TAS .
These are the reasons why we take advantage of microfab-
rication technology to directly integrate the detection system
onto the chemical chip. This solution enables the fabrication of
small and closely spaced optical elements, their precise align-
ment with respect to the microfluidics, and the realization of
original detection system configurations [17], [18]. A chem-
ical chip with partially integrated optical elements was previ-
ously realized [19]. This chip was made of a 100-mm-diameter
0.5-mm-thick glass wafer in which microfluidic networks were
patterned and sealed by a second identical wafer. The optical
detection system was composed of an array of refractive pho-
toresist microlenses and conventional aluminum pinholes. The
microlenses for illumination were microfabricated on one side
of the chemical chip, whereas the those for collection of fluo-
rescence light were formed on a separate glass wafer. The sepa-
rate wafer was sawn, then precisely aligned under a microscope
and glued with the help of a UV-curable glue on the collection
side of the chemical chip. In the same way, two chromium pin-
holes were affixed on both sides of the system. A signal emitted
by a solution of 20-nM Cy51 was recorded with this system.
However, it was clear that manually assembling the microop-
tical components limited alignment precision and hence detec-
tion performance. Microfabrication was required in order to get
precise alignment and a perfect size match of all the different
elements to decrease stray light and increase the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR).
The new chip presented here is made up of a 0.5-mm-thick
cover wafer and a 1-mm-thick wafer in which the microfluidic
network is patterned. Both wafers are 100 mm in diameter. As
shown in Fig. 1, two patterned chromium layers and refractive
microlenses deposited directly on both sides of the chemical
chip form the detection system. The photoresist microlenses are
fabricated by a resist melting technique [20], [21]. The microchip
was designed for biochemical analysis using a heterogeneous
immunoassay technique [22]. The microfluidic network is
patterned by photolithography and etched with hydrofluoric acid
1Amersham Life Science Ltd., Bucks, U.K.
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Fig. 1. Microchip configuration. An excitation beam, focused by a first
microlens, and the fluorescence light collected by a second microlens are also
presented for one channel . For the sake of clarity, microlens and microfluidic
arrays are drawn larger than in reality.
(HF) [23], [24], as will be discussed below. Fig. 2(a) presents
the detection principle. The incoming laser beam is first focused
into a 60- m-wide 25- m-deep microchannel with the help of a
first microlens. In the case of a laser beam diameter bigger than
the entrance microlens diameter, the light passing around the
microlens is not focused into the microchannel and hence is not
usable for dye excitation. Moreover, it is an important source
of background signal. This is why an entrance aperture layer is
used to block this part of the laser beam . On the other side of
the chip, a microlens collects and focuses the fluorescence light
emitted from the microchannel onto the detector. The second
aperture layer (exit aperture layer) prevents the unabsorbed
excitation beam from being scattered onto the detector. Fig. 2(b)
shows a similar system, but with a third aperture array forming
an intermediate layer between the two glass wafers. The function
of this intermediate aperture layer is to block the part of the
excitation beam scattered at the level of the entrance microlens
that is not focused into the microfluidic channel, and hence to
reduce the stray light.
The SNR (power of the background-corrected signal/noise
power) and SNR in dB are given by [25]
SNR (1)
and
SNR (2)
where and are the average fluorescence and background
signal, respectively, and and are the variances of and
, respectively. The total noise is hence calculated as the sum
of the variances and . The off-axis illumination scheme
as presented in Fig. 2(a) and (b) enables a geometrical sepa-
ration between the excitation beam and the fluorescence light
collected by the second microlens. In an ideal case, spectral fil-
tering (e.g., with an interference filter) would not be necessary.
Part of the excitation beam is, however, scattered at entrance
microlens and microchannel interfaces. Some excitation light
is therefore collected by the second microlens (the one used to
collect the fluorescence light), increasing the background signal
level. Since the SNR is inversely proportional to the background
signal level , a reduction of increases the SNR and hence
reduces the limit of detection (LOD). The LOD is defined as
the fluorochrome concentration giving a signal with an SNR of
nine. An interference filter is placed in front of the photode-
tector in order to improve the separation between the fluores-
cence light and the collected part of the excitation beam. Such
detection schemes combining geometrical and spectral separa-
tion enable the detection of lower concentrations than detection
systems based only on interference filters [18].
The techniques used for the realization of the microchem-
ical chips and for the optical detection system deposition pre-
sented in this paper are commonly used microfabrication tech-
niques and hence do not require special equipment. The Pyrex
wafers necessary for the realization of microchemical chips en-
abling the integration of optical detection systems working in
the visible are, however, somewhat more expensive than silicon
wafers. The systems presented in Fig. 2(a) and (b) require only
five and six photolithographic steps, respectively.
II. CHEMICAL CHIP FABRICATION
A. Wet Etching
As discussed in Section I, to reach high detection sensitivity
and low LOD, the background signal level must be as low
as possible. Therefore, the amount of excitation light collected
by the second microlens must be as low as possible. This is why
particular attention must be paid to excitation beam scattering
sources and hence to the surface roughness of the microchan-
nels. The main chemical chip fabrication steps are summarized
in Fig. 3. The etching process begins by cleaning the wafers
for 10 min in 100% fuming nitric acid HNO . The wafers
are then carefully rinsed with deionized (DI) water in a cas-
cade bath and dried with pressurized nitrogen. A wet-etching
mask of a 2000- polysilicon (poly-Si) layer is first deposited
on both sides of the 1-mm-thick wafer by low-pressure chem-
ical vapor deposition (LPCVD). A 1.5- m-thick AZ15182 pho-
toresist layer is then spin-coated on one side of the wafer. After
prebaking (85 C, 35 min), the photoresist is exposed through
a chromium mask (Fig. 4) with the help of an AL6-2 mask
aligner.3 After development in an AZ351B solution,4 the wafer
is rinsed with DI water and dried with pressurized nitrogen.
The patterned photoresist layer is then hardened (120 C, 30
min) and the unprotected poly-Si layer removed by reactive ion
etching (RIE). The photoresist is stripped with MOS-quality
acetone. The wafer is then rinsed with MOS-quality isopropanol
and dried with pressurized nitrogen. To get rid of all the pho-
toresist traces and RIE redeposition products, the procedure is
completed by a 10-min oxygen plasma cleaning (100 mTorr,
100 C). The microfluidic network is then isotropically etched
in 20% HF at cleanroom temperature (21 C). The etching time
is 22 min (etching rate 1.1 m/min). The etching process is
followed by a thorough rinse with DI water. The poly-Si mask
2Clariant AG, Muttenz, Switzerland.
3Karl Süss KG, München, Germany.
4Clariant AG, Muttenz, Switzerland.
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Fig. 2. Detection principle. (a) System without intermediate aperture layer. (b) System with intermediate aperture layer, which is composed of a patterned Al
layer covered by a PECVD Si N layer.
is then removed in a 60 C KOH bath (2 min), followed by a
rinse in DI water.
The 0.5-mm-thick cover wafers have 1 mm ultrasonically
drilled holes to enable access to microfluidic networks. If
an intermediate aperture layer is needed, an LPCVD of a
1000- aluminum layer is performed on one side of the
cover wafers. The aluminum layer is patterned by means of
the same photolithographic technique as used to pattern the
poly-Si layer, except that the aluminum layer is etched in an
AZ400K5 solution for 5 min. Any Al deposited in the access
holes is removed during this step. A 1000- plasma-enhanced
chemical-vapor-deposited (PECVD) silicon nitride Si N
layer then covers the aluminum layer. This nonconducting layer
not only enables wafer bonding but also isolates electrically the
microfluidic channels, which is necessary for electroosmotic
pumping and capillary electrophoresis separation (requiring
high potentials between the inlets). Moreover, the noncon-
ducting layer must enable the transmission of the fluorescence
light emitted by the fluorochrome solution in the microchannel
to the detector [Fig. 2(b)] and therefore be transparent at the
fluorochrome emission wavelength. Si N has been chosen
because of its wide transparency window ranging from 290
to 9000 nm [26] enabling the utilization of a wide range
of fluorochromes. The Cy5 fluorochrome used here has an
emission peak at 670 nm. Silicon dioxide SiO and silicon
carbide (a-SiC:H) are also good alternatives to the silicon
nitride insulating layer [27], [28].
To test the fabrication of systems with intermediate aperture
arrays and to avoid the cost of a chromium mask, the aperture
pattern is printed on a transparent polyester film6 with a resolu-
tion of 3600 dpi. This film is then taped onto an old 5-in mask
from which the chromium layer has been removed. Both the
microfluidic wafer and the cover wafer are made of Borofloat
33 glass,7 which is equivalent to Corning 7740 (Pyrex). Wafer
5Clariant AG, Muttenz, Switzerland.
6Alliance Recording HN, Agfa-Gevaert, Belgium.
7Schott, Germany.
Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of microchemical chip fabrication and aperture-
layer deposition (for the case without intermediate aperture layer).
Fig. 4. Mask pattern for the wet etching of a microchemical device. Black
regions are openings in the chromium layer and thus etched regions. Network
lines are 10 m wide. Two microchemical devices are laid out on each wafer.
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surfaces are polished to a “three diamond” finish, which means
that the arithmetic average deviation of the absolute values of
the roughness profile from the mean line is better than or
equal to 20 .
B. Glass Substrate Bonding
Microfluidics and cover wafers are bonded together by means
of two different methods. Systems with an intermediate Al aper-
ture layer are anodically bonded [27], [29]; the systems without
such a layer are thermally bonded [23], [24]. As experienced
with the first version of the chip (with partially integrated op-
tical elements), wafer surfaces must be perfectly clean and free
of dust particles in order to get homogenous bonding. More-
over, air bubbles may remain trapped between the wafers, pre-
venting a perfect bonding. If unbonded spots are located in the
microfluidic network region, they cause leakage. These are the
reasons why the wafers are cleaned in a class 100 atmosphere
and why (Fig. 4) a second microchannel grid is patterned around
the chemical microfluidic network. This grid reduces the sur-
face to be bonded and therefore the probability to have un-
bonded zones around the chemical microfluidic network. Since
this grid pattern is connected with the outside atmosphere, it
also enables trapped air and gases to escape from hot wafers
during the bonding process [24]. Fig. 5(a) shows the setup for
thermal bonding. The cover wafer is first placed manually (using
tweezers) on the etched wafer, so that the access holes align with
the ends of the channels. The stacked system is then placed be-
tween two 2-mm-thick ceramic plates and transported outside
the cleanroom to a furnace.8 To ensure good contact between the
wafers, a metal cylinder 1 kg is placed on top of the stack.
Some chips were bonded with two 0.5-mm-thick nonwoven alu-
mina/silica fabrics9 placed between the wafers and the ceramic
plates [Fig. 5(a)]. This soft layer ensures better pressure distri-
bution. The bonding temperature profile is given in Fig. 6. This
bonding cycle is repeated once or twice with weights of 150 g
placed over unbonded or poorly bonded regions, as evidenced
by whitish or slightly opaque regions or interference fringes.
Fig. 5(b) presents the setup for anodic bonding. The glass wafers
are aligned under the microscope (with the help of alignment
marks) and then placed on the hot plate of the bonding setup. A
single-sided polished silicon wafer is placed on top of the chip.
The rough side of the silicon wafer is placed in contact with the
glass surface to prevent the silicon wafer and glass wafer from
bonding. This conductive wafer enables a homogeneous elec-
tric field distribution. The electrodes (three metallic feet fixed
on an aluminum plate and weighing 150 g) are then lowered
onto the stacked wafers. The system is heated up from ambient
cleanroom temperature to 450 C in 15 min. The voltage be-
tween the hot plate and the electrodes is then increased (with a
current limitation of 4 mA) from 0 to 0.7–0.8 kV. The tempera-
ture and potential are kept constant for 15 min as the current
slowly decreases to 2.6 mA. The potential and the hot plate
are then switched off. The system is left on the hot plate and
cooled down from 450 C to room temperature.
8Heraeus Instruments M110, Hanau, Germany.
9Goodfellow Cambridge Ltd, Cambridge, U.K.
Fig. 5. Bonding setups. (a) For thermal bonding and (b) for anodic bonding.
Fig. 6. Thermal bonding temperature profile.
III. DETECTION SYSTEM
A. Aperture Arrays
Before the formation of integrated aperture and microlens
array layers, the inlets of the microfluidic chip are sealed up with
small 5 mm squares of polyimide-silicone adhesive tape.10 This
prevents contamination of the microchannels by solvent and
photoresist developer, or clogging with photoresist. As shown
in point 3 of Fig. 3, the detection system process begins with
an LPCVD deposition of a 2000- chromium layer on both
sides of the chemical chip. These layers are successively pat-
terned by means of the same technique described inSection II-A
(wet etching), except that the KOH etchant is replaced by a
chromium-etching solution (100 g of Ce SO H O, 135 g of
NH Ce(NO , and 50 mL of H SO in 1000 mL of H O).
The etching time is 15 min at room temperature 21 C .
To enable efficient collection of the fluorescence light as well
as efficient separation between the excitation beam and the flu-
orescent light, the various elements making up the detection
system (aperture and microlens arrays) must be aligned within a
5 m range with respect to the microchannels. Special align-
ment marks on the photolithographic mask allow precise posi-
tioning of the first chromium aperture array with respect to the
103M, Austin, TX.
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Fig. 7. Refractive microlens deposition. The focal length of the entrance
(excitation) and exit (collection) microlenses are  1.4 mm and  2.0 mm,
respectively.
etched microchannels 4 m . Alignment marks are also
etched into this first chromium layer to allow later alignment
(within 2 m) of the second chromium aperture array, and, in
turn, the two microlens arrays. The overall alignment tolerances
between the sealed microchannels and the second aperture and
microlens arrays is 6 m.
B. Microlens Arrays
As shown in (1) and (2), a good SNR is directly related to
large fluorescence signal and to small background signal
. Defects (scratches) on microlenses used to focus the exci-
tation beam can scatter part of the excitation beam, reducing the
amount of light usable for fluorochrome excitation and hence
, while increasing the background signal . Defects on mi-
crolenses used to collect the fluorescence light reduce only the
amount of fluorescence light reaching the photodetector and
hence reduce only slightly (the size of the fluorescence
spot is small compared to the active area of the photodetector).
Therefore, the surface quality of microlenses used to focus the
excitation beam into the microchannel is more important than
the surface quality of the microlenses used for fluorescence light
collection. The illumination microlenses are deposited after the
collection microlenses in order to reduce the risk of microlens
surface deterioration during deposition of the second array of
microlenses. Fig. 7 shows the microlens array fabrication steps.
A 30- m-thick layer of AZ4562 photoresist11 is deposited on
the side of the chip with the inlet holes. The photoresist is de-
posited using an RC8THT spin-coater coupled with an ACS
hot plate.12 After the photoresist deposition, the wafers are di-
rectly and automatically transported to the hot plate for 4-min
soft-baking at 110 C. An MA8-BA6 mask aligner13 is used to
expose and pattern the photoresist. An AZ400K is used as a de-
veloper. The rinsed and dried wafers are finally placed, photore-
sist structures up, at 0.5 mm above the ACS hot plate (150 C,
2 min). The heated photoresist cylinders melt, and under the in-
fluence of the surface tension, microlenses are formed. The mi-
11Clariant AG, Muttenz, Switzerland.
12Karl Süss, Garching/Munich, Germany.
13Karl Süss, Garching/Munich, Germany.
TABLE I
ETCHING RATE AND MICROFLUIDIC DEPTHS
crolenses for the focusing of the excitation light are deposited in
the same way on the other side of the chip. The only difference
lays in the photoresist thickness, which is 16.5 m instead of
30 m (a thinner photoresist layer leads to a thinner microlens
and thus to a longer focal length). A 70- m PVC adhesive film
is used to protect the first microlens array during the second de-
position. The film is removed just before the melting procedure.
Circular and elliptical microlenses are obtained by melting
photoresist cylinders having circular and elliptical bases,
respectively. The base shape is given by the pattern on the
chromium photolithographic mask. Square, hexagonal, or even
ring-shaped microlenses are also possible [21].
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Small (10 mm wafer pieces were used to evaluate the
roughness of the etched surfaces. These glass samples were
etched to a depth of 25 m in 20% HF, and the surface
roughness was measured with an Alpha Step 500 profilometer14
equipped with a 12.5- m stylus. The Ra of Pyrex glass samples
after wet etching is smaller than 21 (Ra before
etching). Though the surface roughness increased, it remained
close to the “three diamond” limit Ra . Half-spherical
cavities with a radius ranging from a few micrometers to a few
tens of micrometers were also visible after etching. It is likely
that microbubbles, inclusions, or local chemical modifica-
tions [30] were at the root of these cavities. These were few in
number and did not cause any problems for the etching of the
microfluidic network. These tests also showed that the etching
rate is strongly dependent on the acid temperature [30] and on
the number of wafers already etched. This is why the etching
process was performed in two steps: a first step to determine the
etching rate (etching time of 20 ) and a second step to
adjust the microchannel depths. The microchannel depths were
measured with a profilometer at six places spread equally over
the wafer. Table I shows the etching rate of four batches (total
of eight wafers) made in the same acid bath. The etching rate
was between 1.2 (first batch, freshest acid bath) and 0.9 (fourth
batch) m/min. The relative difference between the average
microchannel depths achieved and the nominal depth is 4%
or better. The standard deviation of the microchannel depths
within the same batch is smaller than 0.6 m. Fig. 8 shows a
cross-sectional view of a microchannel. Since the wet-etching
process with HF is isotropic, the microchannel section consists
of a half-circle with a flat bottom. The width of the flat bottom is
14Tencor Instruments, Mountain View, CA.
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Fig. 8. Scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of a cross-sectional view of a microchannel.
Fig. 9. Intermediate aperture layer deposited along parallel microfluidic channels. The slightly defocused dark circles are the apertures in the layer deposited on
the bottom surface (excitation side) of the chip.
given by the mask opening (10 m wide), and the radius of the
side walls (etched distance under the poly-Si mask) is equal to the
microchannel depth and hence proportional to the etching time.
For the first chip design (without the additional microchannel
grid to help the bonding), about three thermal bonding cycles
were necessary on average to get sealed microfluidic networks
[19]. This is time consuming, since one bonding cycle requires
13 h (Fig. 6). The new chip design enabled the reduction of
the number of cycles to about two. One cycle was sufficient for
the chips bonded with the alumina/silica fabric. As described in
Section II-B, the second and third bonding cycles were executed
with small weights placed over poorly bonded regions. The
weights produced marks on the chip surface, which reduced the
regularity and the accuracy of the thickness of the photoresist
layer deposited for the fabrication of the microlenses. The
microlens quality (accuracy of focal length, profile control)
is hence reduced. Moreover, the marks on the surface cause
scattering of the excitation beam, which increases the SNR.
The thermal bonding with the alumina/silica fabric reduced the
bonding time and increased the surface quality of the chip even
though the nonwoven fabric also slightly marked the glass.
Chips bonded with the alumina/silica fabric were perfectly
sealed without any unbonded regions, and, as shown in Fig. 8,
there is no visible interface between the wafers.
Anodic bonding required only one cycle to seal microfluidic
networks. This process is faster (cycle of 45 min) than the
thermal bonding process (cycle of 13 h) and enables the
bonding of two glass wafers with an intermediate aperture layer
if needed. On the other hand, the process requires a Si N layer
deposition. Fig. 9 shows the two kinds of intermediate apertures
that were integrated: 1) a rectangular aperture with the same
width as the microchannel and 2) a circular aperture larger than
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Fig. 10. Section of a 310-m-wide photoresist microlens.
the microchannel width. One can also see the microchannels
passing under the apertures and the slightly defocused dark cir-
cles, which are the apertures in the layer deposited on the bottom
surface (excitation side) of the chip. The circular apertures are
less efficient than the rectangular ones (they do not block all
the light that is not focused into the microchannel), but they
are more tolerant to misalignment. This can be seen in Fig. 9,
where the apertures are not perfectly aligned with respect to the
microchannels (shifted by 60 m to the left). The circular
apertures are still operational, whereas the rectangular ones
block the microchannel and the fluorescence light completely.
The misalignment was due to the very simple setup used for
anodic bonding, which did not allow monitoring or to modifica-
tion of the wafer alignment when the electrodes were lowered.
The different feet did not touch the silicon wafer exactly at the
same moment, which caused a slight displacement of the stacked
wafers. Printed film was used as the photolithographic mask,
which did work well. However, precise alignment was difficult
to achieve since the taped film sometimes rubbed against the
photoresist. Moreover, when the wafer was placed within prox-
imity of the mask for exposition, the film tended to shift slightly.
This technique is cheap and useful for systems with simple and
low-resolution structures, but it is not suitable when precise
alignment 20 m for a multimask process is required.
Fig. 10 shows an SEM picture of a cut photoresist microlens.
In this system, two kinds of refractive microlenses were de-
posited to focus the excitation beam into the microchannel:
a 350- m-wide and 25- m-high circular microlens and a
350 400 m-wide and 27- m-high elliptical one. The mi-
crolens quality on both sides of the chip was tested with the help
of a Twymann–Green interferometer [31]. The standard devia-
tion of the microlens surface profiles from an ideal sphere is,
in both cases, . This corresponds to a Strehl ratio of
0.76 [32]. Even if the microlenses are not diffraction-limited
(an optical system is considered diffraction-limited when the
Strehl ratio is ), the microlens quality is sufficient for
nonimaging systems. Moreover, the collection side microlenses
deposited first were not damaged or affected by the fabrication of
the excitation side microlenses. Microlenses of equal quality can
hence be directly deposited on both sides of the same substrate
in two subsequent fabrication steps. The reproducibility in the
microlens focal lengths is within 2%.
Fig. 11 shows the complete system as seen from the col-
lection side. Several collection microlenses were deposited
along each sealed microchannel. The pitch between the parallel
microchannels is 1 mm but could be reduced to 360 m since
the minimum pitch is given by the bigger microlens diameter
plus a gap of 10 m necessary for microlens fabrication.
Fig. 12 shows the fluorescence spot in the microfluidic channel
filled with a solution containing fluorescent dye when the
excitation beam is focused by (a) a circular microlens and (b)
an elliptical microlens. The elliptical microlens has smaller
aberrations for off-axis excitation and gives therefore a better
focused spot, which leads to a higher excitation intensity and
enables easier and more efficient fluorescent light collection.
Fig. 13 shows the average signals obtained when Cy5 solutions
in phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) having concentrations ranging
from 1 nM to 50 M were pumped through the microfluidic
network. The excitation beam was focused with elliptical
and circular microlenses, respectively. The signals obtained
for the buffer solution are presented as horizontal lines. The
absolute values of the average signal obtained with the elliptical
excitation microlens ( and ) were greater than the
signals obtained with the circular microlens ( and ). On
average, is 15% greater than , whereas, for the buffer
solution, is 9% greater than . Since the size of the
elliptical excitation microlens is 13% greater than the circular
excitation microlens, a signal difference of this magnitude
was expected. The better excitation spot shape obtained with
the elliptical microlens [Fig. 12(b)] explains why the signal
difference is more significant for the microchannels filled
with Cy5 solution than for the microchannels
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Fig. 11. View on the collection side of the microchemical system. One can see the 260-m-wide 49-m-high microlens array deposited onto the aperture array.
Unlike the excitation side aperture array, which is deposited on the whole wafer surface, the collection-side aperture array is limited to a zone of 5  16 mm ,
which allows the flow inside the microchannels to be observed. The microfluidic and bonding networks, as well as their mirror image on the excitation side aperture
array, are also visible.
Fig. 12. Fluorescence spots in a microfluidic channel when the light is focused by (a) a circular microlens and (b) an elliptical microlens.
filled with plain buffer solution . Therefore, the
elliptical microlens, beside enabling a slightly larger excitation
power to be coupled into the microchemical chip, improves
slightly the signal difference when the microchannels are filled
with Cy5 solution versus buffer solution, and hence improves
the SNR. Fig. 14 shows the signal obtained when DI water
(signal equivalent to the signal obtained for phosphate buffer
solution) and 10-nM Cy5 solution (in phosphate buffer pH
7.4) were pumped through the microchannel. The excitation
was provided by a 5-mW He–Ne laser giving an excitation
power in the microchannel of 0.24 0.02 mW. The collected
fluorescence light was collimated through an 800- m pinhole
placed 2 mm away from the chip onto a photomultiplier tube.15
According to the data sheet, the electronic bandwith of the
photomultiplier output signal is 20 kHz. The signal was filtered
15Hamamatsu H5701–5.
by means of an XF46 EM interference filter16 placed in front
of the photomultiplier. The acquisition of the photomultiplier
signal was realized on a PC, equipped with a PCI-MIO-16E-4
data-acquisition card and LabVIEW.17 The sampling frequency
was 10 Hz (ten samples per second).
The photobleaching phenomenon (destruction of fluores-
cence dye molecules) is clearly visible when the liquid flow
is stopped after 60 s; the signal emitted by the Cy5 solution
decreases by 30%. Compared to the system with partially in-
tegrated optical elements described in the introduction [19], the
sensitivity has been improved by about a factor of three, and the
LOD of the fully integrated detection system (excitation beam
focused by an elliptical microlense) is 3.3 nM SNR .
16Omega Optical Inc, Brattelboro, VT.
17National Instruments Corporation, Austin, TX.
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Fig. 13. Log–log plot of the fluorescence signal recorded when the excitation
beam was focused by a circular or an elliptical microlens. The excitation power
was 0.24  0.02 mW.
Fig. 14. Signal detected for a 10-nM Cy5 solution and DI water pumped
through the microfluidic channel. All data were smoothed using a 21-point box
smooth algorithm, implemented in Igor Pro (Wavemetrics, Lake Oswego, OR).
V. CONCLUSION
Microfabrication enables the integration of microlens arrays
and aperture arrays directly onto and within microchemical
chips. As shown previously, fluorescence signals emitted from
dye solutions with concentrations on the order of few nM can
be recorded. The optimization of the design and the improve-
ment of fabrication techniques should yield sensitivities of a
few hundred pM and even achieve sensitivities comparable
to those obtained with standard detection systems [10]. The
microfabrication techniques used for the chemical chip and the
integration of the detection system enable precise alignment
of the optical elements with respect to the microfluidics, as
well as the fabrication of chemical systems with closely spaced
microfluidic channels and detection systems. Integrating the
excitation sources (light-emitting diodes, laser diodes, or
vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers) and the detectors will
permit the realization of compact high throughput TAS.
This technology can also be used to realize stacked optical
systems combining refractive and diffractive optical elements
and aperture arrays for a wide range of applications such as
integrated spectrometers [33], imaging sytems for photolithog-
raphy [21], or coupling light into optical fibers [34]. Moreover,
the optical elements deposited onto Pyrex wafers can be bonded
onto micromachined silicon wafers to realize a wide range of
microoptoelectromechanical systems (MOEMS).
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